
The TDS 784A with InstaVu acquisition catches rare glitches that other scopes can miss.

Digital technology has
brought a steady stream of
increased functionality to
digitizing storage oscillo-
scopes (DSOs) over the years.
Capture and storage of large
amounts of waveform data,
color displays, documenta-
tion, measurements, and Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT)
analysis are now common
DSO features. Still, users
want more from their DSOs,
especially the high-speed
acquisition capabilities that
were previously available
only in analog scopes. 

A major shortcoming of
DSOs has been the small
fraction of time they actually
spend capturing waveforms.
The human eye gets the
impression of rapid wave-
form capture when the DSO
display is updated 60 times
per second. For example, if
the DSO is set at a sweep

speed appropriate for dis-
playing a 10 MHz clock, each
display refresh shows about
five cycles of the clock, or
500 ns. Observing 500 ns at
60 times per second requires
the acquisition of only 30
microseconds out of every
second, or 30 parts per mil-
lion of real-time.

In contrast, the best analog
oscilloscopes can refresh the
screen several hundred thou-
sand times per second, but
still may have trouble dis-
playing rare events – the
writing rate of the CRT phos-
phor is too slow for a single
“glitch” to be observed, even
with the use of a viewing
hood. The only way to see
rare events with an analog
scope is to use a specialized
CRT that includes an elec-
tron multiplying plate
(micro-channel plate or
MCP) between the deflection

InstaVu™ Acquisition –
Setting the Benchmark 
for DSO Performance

system and the screen phos-
phor. The Tektronix 2467B
and 7104 MCP oscilloscopes
can capture single-shot
events at high sweep speeds
and make them visible to the
user; infrequent events
buried in the midst of a
repetitive signal can be seen.
As a result, these scopes
have gained a reputation as
the instruments-of-choice
when it comes to difficult
debugging and signal
integrity verification.

In Search of Live, Digital
Acquisition

A DSO display system capa-
ble of receiving several hun-
dred thousand full-screen
acquisitions per second
would be needed to achieve
the waveform capture rates
of the fastest analog oscillo-
scopes. However, today’s
DSOs only display a maxi-
mum of a few hundred wave-
forms per second, and the
conventional DSO architec-
ture is a major hurdle to such
a phenomenal leap in wave-
form capture rate. In fact, the
instrument display controller
would have to rasterize these
acquisitions at nearly 200
million pixels per second,
and the data bandwidth
between the acquisition sys-
tem and the display system
would need to be 200 Mbytes
per second to achieve this
performance.

A different, but more practi-
cal, method of achieving the
same result is to make major
revisions to conventional
DSO architecture. First, the
rasterization capability of the
display system must be
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duplicated in the acquisition
system. Next, the rasterizer
must be allowed to use a
portion of the high-speed
acquisition memory to build
display images. The acquisi-
tion hardware itself is
allowed to start acquisitions
without instrument firmware
intervention and calculate its
own trigger positions.
Finally, the instrument
firmware and user interfaces
have to be adapted to this
new form of data produced
by the acquisition system,
while still supporting con-
ventional DSO functions.
With these changes, a DSO
can offer acquisition rates
that are faster than those of
analog oscilloscopes.

InstaVu™ – A New Acquisition
Benchmark

The Tektronix TDS 500B
and TDS 700A InstaVu™
DSOs make all of the power
of this new DSO architecture
available in a new mode
called InstaVu acquisition.
When this mode is enabled,
the data moved from the
acquisition system is a com-
plete, rasterized image of
multiple triggered acquisi-
tions of the captured signals.

Transferring this pixel map
requires more data to be
moved between the two sys-
tems, but the raster is only
moved at the refresh rate of
the scope’s display and con-
tains information from tens-
of-thousands of acquisitions.
Alternatively, ten thousand
500-byte acquisitions would
have to be moved to the dis-
play every 30 ms requiring a
data rate of 167 Mbytes/s. By
comparison, a 500 x 200 one-
bit per pixel raster moved to
the display every 30 ms
equals a data rate of only
417 Kbytes/s.

Besides displaying many
acquisitions as a single raster
image, InstaVu acquisition
achieves its rapid acquisition
rates by allowing the system
to rearm itself and acquire as
soon as it has completed one
acquisition rather than hav-
ing the instrument firmware
intervene on an acquisition-
by-acquisition basis. The
instrument firmware only
shuts down the acquisition
system occasionally – once
every 30 ms to copy out the
raster that shows the behav-
ior of the signal over the last
12,000 acquisitions.

Common DSO trigger rates
(how quickly an oscilloscope
can recognize trigger events),
are much faster than their
waveform capture rates.
However, with InstaVu
acquisition, the trigger rate is
actually the limiting factor.

A New Kind of Demultiplexer 

Much of the hardware neces-
sary to implement InstaVu
acquisition is integrated into
the TDS 500B/TDS 700A
demultiplexing IC. This
“Demux IC” is a 360,000
transistor, 0.8 micron CMOS
IC with 304 pins. It dissi-
pates about 2.5 W when run-
ning at full speed. 

Ordinarily, the only function
of the Demux IC would be to
demultiplex data from the
analog-to-digital converter
and store that data in high-
speed SRAM. One third of
the Demux IC is devoted to
this purpose (see Figure 1).
The remainder is split evenly
between a high-speed raster-
izer and a digital signal pro-
cessor (DSP). The DSP is
included for local pro-
grammability, mathematical
algorithms, and trigger posi-
tion computations. The ras-
terizer is the primary enabler
of the high live-time DSO.

The rasterizer was designed
to make efficient use of avail-
able memory bandwidth
while operating on a 16 ns
clock. This rasterizer is able
to draw four acquisitions at
once into a 500 x 256 x 1
bitmap. The bitmap is orga-
nized as vertical lines of 256
pixels so that adjacent bits in
the memory correspond to
vertically adjacent bits. Thus,
drawing is done in a top-to-
bottom, then left-to-right
fashion so that each data
point in an acquisition need
be fetched only once. On the
first pass through the bitmap,
the rasterizer clears the con-
tents of memory while turn-
ing on pixels that correspond
to voltage levels of each of
the four acquisitions it is ras-
terizing. On subsequent
passes through the bit map, it
reads the previous contents
of the bit map, ORs in newFigure 1. InstaVu acquisition block diagram.



to a single point in an
acquired waveform. In vector
mode, all of the pixels
between a lower and upper
limit in a single column of
the raster are turned on. This
does not slow down the
waveform capture rate.

If the four acquisitions lie in
the same quadrant of the
screen for a given sample
time, 32 ns is required to
update that time’s raster col-
umn. On the other hand, if
each of the four samples is in
a different quadrant, or the
rasterizer is operating in vec-
tor mode and a signal edge is
being rasterized, four RMW
cycles may be necessary and
it would take 128 ns to
update that particular col-
umn. If a user is looking at a

logic signal, few of the time
columns will require more
than a single RMW. Presum-
ing ten percent of the time
slots require four RMW
cycles, the RMW time for
four 500-point acquisitions is
20.8 µs. The time required to
read the data is
500/8 * 4 * 16 ns, or 4 µs and
the total time for a single ras-
terization is 24.8 µs. This
corresponds to 6.2 µs per
acquisition. 

This rasterization rate allows
only about 100,000 acquisi-
tions per second, which is
still short of the maximum
rate attainable by the best
analog scopes. However, an
analog scope’s maximum
waveform capture rate is
only attainable when a single
channel is used. When an
InstaVu DSO acquires a sin-
gle channel, greater “live”
time is achieved by allowing
each of the four channels to
take turns acquiring a single
input. Now, three rasteriza-
tions can be run while the
input continues to be moni-
tored. What’s more, three
channels can continue to
take turns acquiring a single
input while firmware is
unloading the raster in the
fourth channel. The
TDS 500B/TDS 700A can
perform over 400,000 full-
screen (500-point) acquisi-
tion-rasterization cycles per
second on a single channel
(see Figure 3). This rate
works out to 220 million pix-
els per second and is limited
as much by the trigger sys-
tem rearm speed as by acqui-
sition system graphics per-
formance.

Once the acquisition system
is producing pixel maps, the
instrument firmware can col-
lect them and provide infi-
nite and variable persistence
displays. Thus, the scope can
be left on overnight if a few
tens of billions of acquisi-
tions are needed, or it can be
operated interactively to pro-
duce color-graded displays. 

pixels, and writes the result
back into the same section of
memory (see Figure 2).

The read-modify-write
(RMW) cycles operate on 64
pixels at a time and each
cycle is 32 ns long. Data for
each acquisition that is being
rasterized is fetched 8 bytes
at a time as needed. These
data reads are allowed 16 ns
and are interspersed among
the RMW cycles at times suf-
ficiently prior to when the
corresponding columns are
modified so that the data can
propagate through several
pipeline stages. Each wave-
form is drawn into the raster
in either dot or vector mode:
In dot mode, a single pixel is
turned on at the time and
voltage level corresponding

Figure 2. InstaVu Acquisition rasterizer block diagram.



The Same Applications… 
Only Better

InstaVu acquisition gives the
Tektronix TDS 500B and
TDS 700A InstaVu DSOs bet-
ter fault-finding capability
than the best analog scopes.
When used to verify clock
and signal integrity, a
TDS 500B/TDS 700A
acquires and displays rare
events and jitter without

blooming, and shows aberrant
signals with fine detail without
the need of a viewing hood.
The TDS 5 0 0 B / T D S7 0 0 A
acquisition can be stopped
when a glitch appears on its
display and a hardcopy can
be generated. Or, its advanced
triggers can be set to trigger
on the event once its presence
and shape have been deter-
mined. 

To debug high-speed digital
systems, InstaVu acquisition
instantly shows a true pic-
ture of crosstalk, jitter, and
signal interference that previ-
ously could be obtained only
with MCP-based analog
oscilloscopes. The accessibil-
ity of InstaVu acquisition
through a single front-panel
button allows quick clarifica-
tion of confusing displays
often presented by previous
DSOs. 

Aliasing and modulation
instantly appear in their true
form with InstaVu acquisi-
tion, and complex wave-
forms such as video and
radar signals can be visually
assessed. This was previ-
ously possible only with an
analog scope. InstaVu acqui-
sition is the clear choice in
any situation where envelop-
ing or color-graded displays
of timing or amplitude jitter
are necessary. In system
design or manufacturing,
InstaVu acquisition scopes
can rapidly display every-
thing present in a signal, pro-
viding the user with an expe-
dient and powerful means to
analyze and optimize system
operation.

The Proof’s In The Viewing!

Does InstaVu acquisition
provide improved display for
difficult signals? The best
proof is to see the actual
results. Figure 4 shows the
display improvement in a
typical signal acquired in the
Normal Mode and in the
InstaVu Mode. To see the dif-
ference InstaVu acquisition
can provide for your signals,
contact your local Tektronix
representative.

Figure 3. Waveform capture rate comparison between InstaVu acquisition, traditional DSOs, and the fastest analog
scopes.

Figure 4. Signal acquired using the InstaVu Mode (left) displays waveform components not visible in the Normal
Mode (right).
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